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american mathematical society Volume 314, Number 1, July 1989 VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS ON CONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
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SHUKICHI TANNO Abstract. We define the generalized Tanaka connection for contact Riemann-ian manifolds generalizing one for
nondegenerate, integrable CR manifolds. Then the torsion and the generalized Tanaka-Webster scalar ...
VARIATIONAL PROBLEMS ON CONTACT RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
This paper considers the problem of decomposing an image defined on a manifold into a structural component and a textural component. We
formulate such decomposition as a variational problem, in which the total variation energy is used for extracting the structural part and based
on the properties of texture one of three norms, L 2, L 1 and G, is used in the fidelity term for the textural part.
Variational structure–texture image decomposition on manifolds
variational problems. In this paper, we aim to formulate such equations arising from the viewpoint of optimization of energy functionals on
smooth Riemannian manifolds. These energy functionals are given as sufficiently regular integrals of other functionals defined on the
manifolds.
Partial Differential Equation Formulations from ...
Variational inequalities introduced by Hartman and Stampacchia have been studied in different spaces, namely Hilbert spaces, Banach
spaces, see for example [2, 6, 7, 15, 23].There are various problems in applied sciences which can be formulated as variational inequalities
or boundary value problems on manifolds.
Solving Yosida inclusion problem in Hadamard manifold ...
In this article we consider problems of the calculus of variations in the large on Riemannian manifolds. We give a survey of results on onedimensional and many-dimensional proble
THE TOPOLOGY OF FUNCTIONAL MANIFOLDS AND THE CALCULUS OF ...
We prove a new inequality relating volume to length of closed geodesics on area minimizers for generic metrics on the complex projective
plane. We exploit recent regularity results for area minimizers by Moore and White, and the Kronheimer–Mrowka proof of the Thom
conjecture.
An inequality for length and volume in the complex ...
the Euler equations associated to a number of variational problems in ho- mogeneous spaces (including those associated to (1)). However, in
[2] the essential final step of using the full reduction procedure is not taken, and that is what we do here in Sections 1, 2 for general
variational problems. In
Reduction for Constrained Variational Problems and 2 /2 ds
Einstein-Hilbert variationM problem on the space of Riemannian metrics on a compact closed manifold M. We compute the first and secol~d
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variation and observe the distinction which arises between conformal directions and their orthogonal complements. ... Au important qualitative
feature of the variational problem is apparent from (1.6) and (1.7),
Variational Theory for the Total Scalar Curvature ...
Advancing research. Creating connections. Menu. Sections AMS Home Publications Membership Meetings & Conferences News & Public
Outreach Notices of the AMS The Profession Programs Government Relations Education Giving to the AMS About the AMS
AMS :: Transactions of the American Mathematical Society
However, if one can reformulate the equilibrium problem on a Riemannian manifold, then it can be solved. This shows the importance of
considering these problems on Hadamard manifolds. For the applications, formulation, and other aspects of the equilibrium problems in the
linear setting, see [4, 9–22].
Implicit Methods for Equilibrium Problems on Hadamard ...
Manifold constrained variational problems Dacorogna, Bernard; Fonseca, Irene; Malý, J.; Trivisa, K.. 1999
Manifold constrained variational problems
Manifold Constrained Variational Problems B. Dacorogna, I. Fonseca, J. Maly,´ K. Trivisa September 5, 2003 Abstract The integral
representation for the relaxation of a class of energy functionals where the admissible ?elds are constrained to remain on a C1 m-dimensional
manifold M ? Rd is obtained.
Manifold Constrained Variational Problems
In this article we consider problems of the calculus of variations in the large on Riemannian manifolds. We give a survey of results on onedimensional and many-dimensional problems, and we investigate the problem of estimating the number of simple closed geodesies. Contents
Introduction 51 Chapter I. Variational problems in fibered manifolds ...
THE TOPOLOGY OF FUNCTIONAL MANIFOLDS ELLIPTIC SINGULAR ...
Minimal spheres and other conformal variational problems, Seminar on Minimal Submanifolds, E. Bombieri (ed.), Princeton University Press
(1983), 169-176. Closed minimal surfaces in hyperbolic 3-manifolds, Seminar on Minimal Submanifolds, E. Bombieri (ed.), Princeton.
University Press (1983), 147-168.
UHLENBECK, KAREN - Mathematics - CNS Directory
A unified framework for studying extremal curves on real Stiefel manifolds is presented. We start with a smooth one-parameter family of
pseudo-Riemannian metrics on a product of orthogonal groups acting transitively on Stiefel manifolds. In the next step Euler-Langrange
equations for a whole class of extremal curves on Stiefel manifolds are derived.
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A Lagrangian approach to extremal curves on Stiefel manifolds
[1] M. Ahmedou and H. Chtioui, Conformal metrics of prescribed scalar curvature on 4-manifolds: the degree zero case, Arabian Journal of
Mathematics, 6 (memorial Issue in Honor of Professor Abbas Bahri) (2017), 127–136. doi: 10.1007/s40065-017-0169-1. Google Scholar [2] T.
Aubin, Equations différentielles non linéaires et problème de Yamabe concernant la courbure scalaire, J. Math. Pures ...
The scalar curvature problem on four-dimensional manifolds
We discuss some geometric problems related to the definitions of quasilocal mass proposed by Brown and York (Contemporary
mathematics, vol 132, American Mathematical Society, Providence, pp 129-142, 1992; Phys Rev D (3) 47(4):1407-1419, 1993) and Liu and
Yau (Phys Rev Lett 90(23):231102, 2003; J Am Math Soc 19(1):181-204, 2006).
On Geometric Problems Related to Brown-York and Liu-Yau ...
We present the theory of higher order local variational principles in fibered manifolds, in which the fundamental global concept is a locally
variational dynamical form. Any two Lepage forms, defining a local variational principle for this form, differ on intersection of their domains, by
a variationally trivial form. In this sense, but in a different geometric setting, the local variational ...
Variational principles for locally variational forms ...
Variational quantum algorithms have been proposed to solve static and dynamic problems of closed many-body quantum systems. Herewe
investigatevariational quantum simulation of threegeneral types of tasks—generalized time evolution with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, linear
algebra problems, and open quantum system dynamics.

Many of the modern variational problems of topology arise in different but overlapping fields of scientific study: mechanics, physics and
mathematics. In this work, Professor Fomenko offers a concise and clear explanation of some of these problems (both solved and unsolved),
using current methods of analytical topology. His book falls into three interrelated sections. The first gives an elementary introduction to some
of the most important concepts of topology used in modern physics and mechanics: homology and cohomology, and fibration. The second
investigates the significant role of Morse theory in modern aspects of the topology of smooth manifolds, particularly those of three and four
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dimensions. The third discusses minimal surfaces and harmonic mappings, and presents a number of classic physical experiments that lie at
the foundations of modern understanding of multidimensional variational calculus. The author's skilful exposition of these topics and his own
graphic illustrations give an unusual motivation to the theory expounded, and his work is recommended reading for specialists and nonspecialists alike, involved in the fields of physics and mathematics at both undergraduate and graduate levels.
This self-contained monograph presents methods for the investigation of nonlinear variational problems. These methods are based on
geometric and topological ideas such as topological index, degree of a mapping, Morse-Conley index, Euler characteristics, deformation
invariant, homotopic invariant, and the Lusternik-Shnirelman category. Attention is also given to applications in optimisation, mathematical
physics, control, and numerical methods. Audience: This volume will be of interest to specialists in functional analysis and its applications,
and can also be recommended as a text for graduate and postgraduate-level courses in these fields.
A minimal length curve joining two points in a surface is called a geodesic. One may trace the origin of the problem of finding geodesics back
to the birth of calculus. Many contemporary mathematical problems, as in the case of geodesics, may be formulated as variational problems
in surfaces or in a more generalized form on manifolds. One may characterize geometric variational problems as a field of mathematics that
studies global aspects of variational problems relevant in the geometry and topology of manifolds. For example, the problem of finding a
surface of minimal area spanning a given frame of wire originally appeared as a mathematical model for soap films. It has also been actively
investigated as a geometric variational problem. With recent developments in computer graphics, totally new aspects of the study on the
subject have begun to emerge.This book is intended to be an introduction to some of the fundamental questions and results in geometric
variational problems, studying variational problems on the length of curves and the energy of maps. The first two chapters treat variational
problems of the length and energy of curves in Riemannian manifolds, with an in-depth discussion of the existence and properties of
geodesics viewed as solutions to variational problems. In addition, a special emphasis is placed on the facts that concepts of connection and
covariant differentiation are naturally induced from the formula for the first variation in this problem, and that the notion of curvature is
obtained from the formula for the second variation.The last two chapters treat the variational problem on the energy of maps between two
Riemannian manifolds and its solution, harmonic maps. The concept of a harmonic map includes geodesics and minimal submanifolds as
examples. Its existence and properties have successfully been applied to various problems in geometry and topology. The author discusses
in detail the existence theorem of Eells-Sampson, which is considered to be the most fundamental among existence theorems for harmonic
maps. The proof uses the inverse function theorem for Banach spaces. It is presented to be as self-contained as possible for easy
reading.Each chapter may be read independently, with minimal preparation for covariant differentiation and curvature on manifolds. The first
two chapters provide readers with basic knowledge of Riemannian manifolds. Prerequisites for reading this book include elementary facts in
the theory of manifolds and functional analysis, which are included in the form of appendices. Exercises are given at the end of each chapter.
This is the English translation of a book originally published in Japanese. It is an outgrowth of lectures delivered at Tohoku University and at
the Summer Graduate Program held at the Institute for Mathematics and its Applications at the University of Minnesota. It would make a
suitable textbook for advanced undergraduates and graduate students. This item will also be of interest to those working in analysis.
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This book is devoted to Killing vector fields and the one-parameter isometry groups of Riemannian manifolds generated by them. It also
provides a detailed introduction to homogeneous geodesics, that is, geodesics that are integral curves of Killing vector fields, presenting both
classical and modern results, some very recent, many of which are due to the authors. The main focus is on the class of Riemannian
manifolds with homogeneous geodesics and on some of its important subclasses. To keep the exposition self-contained the book also
includes useful general results not only on geodesic orbit manifolds, but also on smooth and Riemannian manifolds, Lie groups and Lie
algebras, homogeneous Riemannian manifolds, and compact homogeneous Riemannian spaces. The intended audience is graduate
students and researchers whose work involves differential geometry and transformation groups.
This book deals with the new class of one-dimensional variational problems OCo the problems with branching solutions. Instead of extreme
curves (mappings of a segment to a manifold) we investigate extreme networks, which are mappings of graphs (one-dimensional cell
complexes) to a manifold. Various applications of the approach are presented, such as several generalizations of the famous Steiner problem
of finding the shortest network spanning given points of the plane. Contents: Preliminary Results; Networks Extremality Criteria; Linear
Networks in R N; Extremals of Length Type Functionals: The Case of Parametric Networks; Extremals of Functionals Generated by Norms.
Readership: Researchers in differential geometry and topology."
These original research papers, written during a period of over a quarter of a century, have two main objectives. The first is to lay the
foundations of the theory of harmonic maps between Riemannian Manifolds, and the second to establish various existence and regularity
theorems as well as the explicit constructions of such maps. Contents:Harmonic Mappings of Riemannian Manifolds (1964)Énergie et
Déformations en Géométrie Différentielle (1964)Variational Theory in Fibre Bundles (1965)Restrictions on Harmonic Maps of Surfaces
(1976)The Surfaces of Delaunay (1987)Minimal Graphs (1979)On the Construction of Harmonic and Holomorphic Maps between Surfaces
(1980)Deformations of Metrics and Associated Harmonic Maps (1981)A Conservation Law for Harmonic Maps (1981)Maps of Minimum
Energy (1981)The Existence and Construction of Certain Harmonic Maps (1982)Harmonic Maps from Surfaces to Complex Projective
Spaces (1983)Examples of Harmonic Maps from Disks to Hemispheres (1984)Variational Theory in Fibre Bundles: Examples
(1983)Constructions Twistorielles des Applications Harmoniques (1983)Removable Singularities of Harmonic Maps (1984)On Equivariant
Harmonic Maps (1984)Regularity of Certain Harmonic Maps (1984)Gauss Maps of Surfaces (1984)Minimal Branched Immersions into ThreeManifolds (1985)Twistorial Construction of Harmonic Maps of Surfaces into Four-Manifolds (1985)Certain Variational Principles in
Riemannian Geometry (1985)Harmonic Maps and Minimal Surface Coboundaries (1987)Unstable Minimal Surface Coboundaries
(1986)Harmonic Maps between Spheres and Ellipsoids (1990)On Representing Homotopy Classes by Harmonic Maps (1991) Readership:
Researchers and students in differential geometry and topology and theoretical physicists. keywords:Harmonic Mapping;Energy;Holomorphic
Map;First (Second) Variation of Energy;Minimal Immersion;Minimal Graph;Regularity of Maps;Removable Singularities“It is striking that the
papers cut a wide swathe through mathematics, and this is a testimony to the fact that the author has influenced so many younger
mathematicians, several of whom are represented here.”Mathematical Reviews
These original research papers, written during a period of over a quarter of a century, have two main objectives. The first is to lay the
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foundations of the theory of harmonic maps between Riemannian Manifolds, and the second to establish various existence and regularity
theorems as well as the explicit constructions of such maps.
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